
Sharps Meeting October 19, 2021

Attendees: Tom S, Jerry H, Pam G, Bud M, Bill A, Mary V – Recording Secretary

Invoice received for mowing to 10/2, probably one or two more this season.  Generally, site 
looks good with a job well done.  Question about next season, was more time consuming, 
trimming done every other mow, parental assistance. Will follow-up with Aimee and Maddox.

Bad timing with latest burial on sink hole repair which is not yet completed.  Leaning stone in 
need of repair as well as new discovery Mcclay 1889 which was placed back on the existing base 
but not secured. Aimee and Maddox to assist with a complete list of needed repairs before 
assistance is sought.

Cornerstones now to be obtained from Sartin in Bear. Team to confirm letters needed, S, H and 
T before order.  Tom will follow-up.

Tom had a request from Connie Guthrie to bury an urn.  She needs to obtain permission from 
relative listed as lot owner before scheduling a brief ceremony.  She will be in contact in the 
near future.

Pam talked to Paula the dog team lead about successful first training session of three dogs.  
They would like to return and will possibly visit other local sites.  More information about how 
the training is conducted and what is being discovered would satisfy curiosity on the process.

Bill visited site today fed and sprayed roses, noted deer topping off new plants and offered to 
install temporary fencing to protect the plants.  Mentioned a deer carcass being consumed by 
vultures near the road edge.  Will be reimbursed for expenses.

Jerry no new website contacts and no more contact with previous inquiry.

Bud to install snow poles soon for plowing season.

Need to follow-up with Aimee on the status of the permanent corner posts.
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